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the previous imperivm: caesar has just been released in the uk (from june 23rd 2008) and in north america (from august 18th 2008) and it has been very well received. the game was developed with the same team behind civitas, the same engine, and the same art
style. in this sequel, it will be possible to travel the world and trade for your colony. in addition, you will be able to build your own army, manage the empire and send expeditions. so, you will have to think carefully about your decisions and take care of the glory of the
roman empire. imperium is a new fully 3d game engine with individual modelling of characters and buildings. the player has to build a roman empire and expand it on the map of ancient europe. this empire will influence the mediterranean, middle east and northern

africa. find the keys to the unknown and discover the secret of the golden fleece. besides all this, you will be able to control all the aspects of a city: trade, religion, population, army. the city-builder strategy game imperium romanum is set in the time-honoured
roman empire. as governor of a roman province, you will devise a strategy to build a well organised, prosperous and commanding settlement. its fortune very much lies in your own hands. imperium romanum features incredible attention to detail and is packed with a

variety of new, gameplay-enhancing features, such as a complete overhaul of the graphic engine and many of authentic historical buildings like the world-famous circus maximus or gladiator schools. the emperor expansion pack takes you on a journey through
ancient history, from cold britannia and the wild forests of germania to the fertile nile delta of cleopatras egypt. 19 challenging, new scenarios featuring historic places such as aquae sulis (bath), hadrians wall, massilia or treverorum will require all your
comprehensive economic and strategic leadership abilities to succeed. your competence, but also the way you deal with religion and the roman deities like jupiter or venus will play an important role in accomplishing your mission as a roman governor.
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IMPERIUM is a bestseller with an average of ten lines in the Editions
numbering. This game already has more than 1 million units sold,
so surely you don't have to worry about player saturation. We are
all very excited for Imperium III, which is the sequel to Imperium.

It's so much better if you can play with a friend on the same board.
You will be able to observe how the other player uses his map, so

you will understand that you should use his location to find
strategic points and that you should be prepared for a surprise

attack on some city or another. Some cities do not care about the
declaration of war, so you might be surprised to see your enemies,
when you meet them, and have to face them with a weak position.
This aspect of the game is very interesting. This is the entire history

of the Roman Empire as narrated by the leader of the Roman
Empire in the game, written in X and Y. This is not your typical and
repetitive "builder", but a complete game in which you'll have to

lead your troops and train them for battles against other empires.
The graphics are fully 3D, with great details, as is the amazing
terrains, complete with some RPG elements, although it is not

interactive, it is useful to explore the cities and terrain that you will
be conquering. In Imperium III, you must conquer all cities. In

Imperium II, you were only able to conquer Rome, however, now
you have the option of conquering all the other cities. Create your

own empire, or will you simply use one of the available Imperials? In
any case, you'll have to be very selective with the cities that you

conquer because the defending is very powerful. 5ec8ef588b
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